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2022

The present issue of the European History Yearbook showcases research initially
presented at the annual Mainz-Oxford graduate workshop “European History
Across Boundaries from the Sixteenth to the Twentieth Century” over the past
few years. Albeit broad, the chronological limits are clear. And so is our ap-
proach. This workshop is a forum for doctoral candidates and early career re-
searchers to present work that sheds the straightjacket of national history and
crosses boundaries and borders.We do so by discussing the transcultural, trans-
national, and transimperial scopes of their research. Methodologically speaking,
the European history that workshop participants have been researching and writ-
ing draws on comparative history, the study of transfer processes and entangle-
ments, and the histoire croisée, among others.

What about the geographical scope? What Europe do the workshop partici-
pants imagine? How do they conceive of European history? A glance at the table
of contents will suffice. Both participants and organisers are not only interested
in writing European history across boundaries but also in decentring Europe. In-
dividual papers deal with Central America, East Africa, the Middle East, and Oce-
ania. They take the readers thousands of kilometres away from the imperial met-
ropolises of Berlin, Madrid, or London – and yet still tell a story about these
European imperial centres and societies.

Getting away from nationalistic history writing has been the programmatic
and political aim of a range of books, starting with Histoire mondiale de la France
in 2017, followed by a flurry of global histories of Catalonia, Flanders, Germany,
Italy, Portugal, Spain, and Sicily. Great Britain is the only Western European
country missing in this new history writing exercise.¹ These works seek to ex-
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plore the past from a perspective and within an analytical framework that go be-
yond the geographical unit in question, be it a state or a region.While they were
editorial successes among non-academic audiences, one can wonder how suc-
cessful they were in decentring national history. As others have pointed out,
by taking a given state or region as a starting point, one runs the risk of writing
a history of its influence on the world or reinforcing artificial distinctions be-
tween this geographical unit and the rest of the world.²

The novelty of this historiographical approach is also questionable. Histori-
ans of empire are used to thinking globally: they have long been deconstructing
the colonial gaze and investigating how imperial expansion impacted metropol-
itan societies.³ The contributions in this issue of the European History Yearbook
are yet another proof that, for an emerging generation of historians, it is incon-
ceivable to write European history without thinking about empire or to separate
the history of Europe from its global and imperial dimensions.⁴ Animated by a
desire to look at European history from the viewpoint of its overseas empires,
the authors in this issue share several interests. In what follows, we briefly out-
line the most salient threads that run through their articles.

Knowledge, Information Control and Archives

Although separated by three centuries and one ocean, Richard Herzog and Riley
Linebaugh’s pieces resonate with one another. They explore a central feature of
colonial rule – that of knowledge and information control. Both papers tell us
about archives, their ownership, and history writing in colonial and post-colo-
nial contexts. Whether in the case of twentieth-century British-controlled
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Kenya or early-seventeenth-century Spanish Mexico, the colonial power forcibly
moved archives concerning the colony to the metropole. As Herzog reminds us,
archives are knowledge repositories. Shaping their content and making them in-
accessible to colonised populations was a crucial component of colonial rule. It
continued to form the backbone of former colonial powers’ attempts to control
their legacy following decolonisation. Thus, the chronicles of noble indigenous
Nahua scholars from the early seventeenth century that Herzog discusses were
published only several centuries later. In a similar vein, Great Britain declassified
the records concerning the Kenya Emergency of the 1950s that Linebaugh draws
on in her research only in the early 2010s.Writing about the Warsaw Jewish Ghet-
to during the Second World War, Samuel Kassow poignantly described archive
making as an act of resistance in front of annihilation. The question he chose
for his book title, “Who will write our history?,” applies to many other historical
contexts.⁵ The question of the agency of the native, marginalised, and subaltern
in writing their history and how to excavate their voices in archives created by
those marginalising and oppressing them is indeed a prominent one – in the
field of colonial history perhaps more than in any other field.⁶

Agency in Colonial Contexts

Richard Herzog’s paper explores native agency in most depth. His analysis of
writings by native scholars who belonged to local elites, who sometimes wrote
in the coloniser’s language and incorporated elements of its religion, stresses
the importance of class when dealing with questions of agency under colonial
rule. It also charts strategies of adaptation and compromise – which Homi Bhab-
ha famously described as hybridity – that often characterise situations of un-
equal intercultural contact.⁷ Although focusing on different topics, the contribu-
tions by Riley Linebaugh and Sara Müller also point to strategies of local
resistance to colonial rule and seek to write locals back into the story they are
telling us. Müller’s paper demonstrates that current debates over the restitution
of spoliated artefacts and works of art often fail to examine the role of local
colonised people in acquisition processes – from passive cooperation in the
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form of forced labour to resistance to it. As Linebaugh points out, the British Col-
onial Government’s obsession with information control was an indication of the
precarity of colonial rule, a situation that informants from the ranks of the colon-
ised population could use to advance their own interests.

Transimperial Translations and Cooperation

Another theme that cuts across most papers is the translation of information be-
tween imperial dominions and centres. Sara Müller’s analysis of the collection
process of a shield from the Göttingen ethnological collections tackles this ques-
tion. How was information on the exact origin and acquisition process lost be-
tween the moment the shield was collected in German New Guinea and today?
What role did scientific and lay members of expeditions to this colony play in
shaping the information available to twenty-first-century researchers? As Müller
stresses, acquisition stories are not simple ones. Indeed, she tells us a gripping
and unexpected tale of a ship captain who perhaps intentionally let rats wreck
the scientists’ cataloguing efforts to alter the commercial value of collected arte-
facts. Tom Menger and Samuel B. Keeley show that information and knowledge
did not circulate only between empire and metropole but also between empires.
Information routes sometimes went via Europe and sometimes bypassed the
continent. Keeley’s study of German-speaking church leaders points to another
aspect of transimperial cooperation. What we label transimperialism can also
be seen from the perspective of language and analysed as, in this specific
case, Germanophone imperialism.

The contributions by Keeley, Menger and Müller all underscore the heteroge-
neity characterising and sometimes hampering European imperialism. Stances
on how colonial expansion should be carried out and colonial rule exercised
were highly varied. Dissensions between Europeans on the ground – military
personnel, commercial, and scientific actors – and state authorities back in Eu-
rope are a recurrent feature of imperialism. How should colonial expansion pro-
ceed? How should colonial rule be exercised? Who should be in charge in the
colonies – civil or military authorities? Such questions were often bones of con-
tention between different actors who depicted themselves as imperial pioneers to
gain legitimacy and saw the empire as an opportunity to expand their power at
the expense of others.

As Menger reminds us, examining transimperial cooperation and knowledge
transfer is essential if one wants to deexceptionalise and decentre individual em-
pires. The history of Europe and the idea of Europe are often written from the
perspective of present-day European integration. The creation of the European
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Community in the 1950s encouraged a search for common heritage.⁸ The vast lit-
erature on the topic often constructs a genealogy that places the European Union
into a longer tradition of liberal visions. As a result, overviews of the European
idea in the nineteenth century mainly focus on liberal pan-European projects.
This tendency discards anti-liberal visions that contradict contemporary concep-
tions of European integration as a project based on political and economic free-
dom.⁹ Studies such as Menger and Keeley’s, focusing on cooperation across im-
perial lines between different European states, are an important reminder that
imperial expansion and colonial domination were also shared European proj-
ects.¹⁰

Heterogeneity and Dissonance in Imperial
Pursuits

Importantly, by looking at transimperial cooperation, these two authors put on
the map countries that feature only too rarely in studies of European colonial-
ism: nineteenth-century Prussia and Switzerland (along with Great Britain) in
the case of Keeley’s research and twentieth-century Germany and the Nether-
lands (again, along with Great Britain) in Menger’s work. In doing so, they un-
derline the diversity of imperial actors, whose lives crisscrossed states, empires,
continents, languages, and sometimes confessions. For instance, Samuel B. Keel-
ey follows the steps of a priest born in a French-speaking family in Switzerland,
who converted from Calvinism to Anglicanism, and worked as a missionary in
Egypt and Abyssinia for some years before becoming a bishop in Palestine.
This biographical approach – present to varying degrees in all the contributions
in this issue – allows him to bring individual agency back into history. By priori-

 Gavin Murray-Miller, ‘Civilization, Modernity and Europe: The Making and Unmaking of a
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tising people over institutions or discourse and focusing on collective rather than
individual biographies, the authors in this issue can zoom in on the role of ex-
perience in fashioning ideas and chart paths not taken.¹¹ In other words, their
fine-grained approach restores the complexity and diversity of imperial rule.

Taken together, the contributions of this issue illustrate the broad spectrum
of types of imperial rule and imperial rule formation. Müller’s paper shows that
scientific expeditions consolidated territorial control in an already existing colo-
ny, while Herzog’s piece highlights how Catholicism helped strengthen Spanish
colonial rule in Mexico. Keeley’s work focuses on informal imperialism and uses
the example of the Jerusalem bishopric to explore the role of religious institu-
tions in advancing claims in a city where virtually every European power sought
to have a foothold – most often through religious or caritative institutions.¹²

Menger and Linebaugh both underscore the centrality of extreme violence in ex-
panding and maintaining colonial power.

Finally, while the contributions dealing with twentieth-century history in
this issue say little about the role of religion in imperial expansion, readers in-
terested in this topic will find ample food for thought in the two articles dealing
with earlier periods. Richard Herzog’s work discusses how Christian and indige-
nous conceptions of time differed but also impacted one another. Both his and
Samuel B. Keeley’s examination of how Protestant imperialism sought to counter
and become as global as Catholic imperialism offer a close reading of the ways in
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which missionary activities contributed to imperial expansion and functioned on
a day-to-day basis.

As all contributions printed below show, writing European history calls for
the crossing of boundaries and borders. As a dynamic space of communication
and transfer, “Europe” clearly transcends states, empires, and nations within the
continent and in a global world. In recent years, historical research has taken up
this challenge and has increasingly paid more attention to such transcultural
and transnational dynamics, bringing forward a reflexive understanding of his-
torical processes. This research has also demonstrated the significance of impe-
rial dimensions in the construction and imagination of Europe and, thereby, of
asymmetries and hierarchies built into European affairs. This is the focus of
the work showcased here. Crossing borders results in new boundaries within
and between entangled societies. The control of information and historical
knowledge has been affected by this as well as by the agency of colonised
and colonisers. By decentring our perspective, the authors bring out transimpe-
rial translation and cooperation while considering the heterogeneity and disso-
nance in imperial pursuits. Above all, the essays demonstrate that we cannot jux-
tapose Europe or one of its nations and the world. The history of Europe cannot
be separated from its imperial dimension – indeed, neither can its present be un-
derstood without its imperial past.
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